General Information
Virtual Caedmon Summer Camp
Summer is approaching fast! We may not be able to have a traditional summer camp at
Caedmon this year but our dedicated Caedmon staff and highly skilled counselors are
ready to give your children the most “unique” fun.
Caedmon Discover Summer Camp runs for 6 weeks, from June 29 through August 7.
Please enjoy all of the offerings, you can sign up for as many activates as you wish, we
are looking forward to seeing you and your children in our NEW Discover Summer
Camp 2020.
th

Registration
New non-Caedmon camper families need to sign up for a MyBackpack account with
the Caedmon School. Existing Caedmon families should sign into their existing
Caedmon Radius account and go to Program Registration. This free account is
necessary for you to submit payment, track your child’s Camp enrollment, and to
receive essential information from the Camp management.
Financial Aid
Flex Tuition Caedmon families are eligible for financial aid for summer camp
classes/activates. For any question regarding Flex Tuition and Financial aid email camp
directors.
Refunds
Tuition is fully refundable until the first class. A pro-rated refund of the course fee is
available prior to the second class. There are no refunds after the third class.
There are no make-ups or refunds for a child who misses a class.
For more information please visit our website or go to Radius or MyBackPack.
Registration will open June 1

st

Directors of Summer Camp
--Slawomir Balon,
--Adam Schlessinger
Virtual Summer Camp Activates/Classes
MONDAY CLASSES (12 Options)
MONDAY: 2:00 - 2:40

Discover Dinosaurs -Frogs/Beavers (Ages 2.8-4)
Be prepared to go on the adventure of a lifetime! That is the life times of the
Dinosaurs! In this class we will explore the various species of Dinosaurs that
lived on land, in the air, and in the water. We will learn about dinosaur habits,
diet, and possible reasons for why they became extinct. This class is sure to be
thrilling as we learn about some of the more friendly dinos as well as some of
the feared ones!
Mr. Dimmick
$195
Discover Math -Monkeys Only (Age 5)
Using fun, interactive, and creative way, our Monkeys friends will have fun while
learning math and what child does not want to have fun with our Early Program teacher
Mrs. Rama. Children will: learn to count and number patterns, addition skill builders,
addition strategies, subtraction skill builders, and many other things while learning and
playing.
Mrs. Rama
$195
Reading’s Theater -Bees Only (Ages 6-8)
Practice your performing and reading skills with in our Reader’s Theater class.
Bees will work on performance pieces over the course using scripts of stories
from children’s literature. Reader’s theater is a fun way to build acting skills,
reading comprehension, and fluency through performance. No memorization
required! The class will culminate with a virtual performance of the scripts we
worked on throughout the summer.
Ms. Parker
$195
Arts & Crafts (Penguins Only)
If you love arts and crafts just as much as Amy does, then join her fun and
creative art class. Classes will compile of different activities that range from using
everyday household items to your basic art supplies.
Amy McGregor
$195
MONDAY: 2:50 - 3:30pm
Book Reading Story (Frogs/Beavers Ages 2.8-4)
In this class our Early Program Teacher Ms. Fass read different books with varying
themes, centered around summer, fun, games and etc. Ms. Fass will read books through a
website called Archive Books which has been excellent. For example, if they read a book
about ice cream, they will have discussion about their favorite flavor and it will give them
a chance to interact with each other.

Ms. Fass
$195
Spanish (Monkeys Age 5)

Children will be introduced to “beginners” Spanish in a fun and interactive
way. This class will focus on learning simple greetings, colors, simple
animals, some foods and numbers in Spanish with songs, fun activities,
and experiments.
Ms. Ruiz
$195
Sports and History (Bees Only)
This summer, Bees will learn how to develop teamwork and leadership skills
through a variety of drills, games, challenges and competitions. Sports
equipment will consist of a combination of everyday items from home and sports
materials. Learning and participating in sports early, promotes positive mental
and physical growth - Active Caedmon Bees are Happy and Healthy Campers!
Each class will be led by Caedmon Physical Education Teacher, Ms. Trotter.
Mrs. Trotter
$195
MONDAY: 2:40pm - 3:20pm
Board Games (Penguins Only)
Not in the same room? Not a problem - there are several different board games
that can be played remotely! Team party games like Codenames or Just
One can be rendered easily for a Zoom meeting. Social deduction games
like The Resistance or Coup are more about social interactions than the actual
physical board itself. Negotiation games like Cosmic Encounter and Sheriff of
Nottingham combine interaction with deception. There are even games in which
the pieces and board can be made at home, adding a bit of craftwork to the
class! As always, the only constraints of board games are those of our own
imagination.
Mr. Storti
$195
MONDAY: 3:40 - 4:20pm
Memory Motion Dance (Monkeys and Beavers)
This class will focus on building and exercising the child's memory through motion and
dance. Each session will consist of follow the leader dances that the campers will need to
remember and repeat. This class additionally give campers to express themselves through
dance.
Chelsea P
$195

Architecture Class (Bees Only)
The class combines elements of Design Thinking and STEAM education to bring in
every child an inner scholar, scientist, artist, and thinker. This class is designed to
introduce the elementary level children to the college level curriculum in architecture,
engineering and urban design. Each concept is introduced along the hands-on building
project that reinforces the material learned. The course fosters the ability to recognize
complex patterns and creatively solve challenging real-world problems. Each class
develops the ability to speak in public and present to others, as each child is encouraged
to introduce his or her work to the rest of the class
Each child in the class would need to get some very simple materials for the class,
easily found in the grocery store (paper, straws, marshmallows, pasta, scissors etc).
Mrs. Gorodetsky
$195
MONDAY: 3:20 - 4:00pm
Oceanography (Penguins Only)
Do you have questions about what lies beneath the deep dark blue ocean? Are you at all
curious to know what animals are swimming in the depths below? Do you want to know
how the tides might be influenced by the moon? There are so many wondrous things to
discover about the ocean, and that is what we will do in this class!
Mr. Dimmick
$195
MONDAY: 4:00 - 4:40pm
Healthy Me (Penguins Only)
Come join me in exploring our relationship with food!
Based on book: Are We What We Eat?
Then a 15 to 20 minute energized workout.
Look forward to learning and moving!!!
Judith Hair
$195
TUESDAY CLASSES (13 Options)
TUESDAY: 2:00 – 2:40
WildKratts Jr. (Frogs/Beavers)

Do you love animals? Are you coo-coo for coco puffs about watching Wild Kratts? In
this class, we will explore a specific animal, learning about the fascinating traits and
characteristics that make them unique. Then we will watch part of a Wild Kratts episode
towards the end of the class that corresponds to the animal we are studying.
Mr. Dimmick
$195
Kindergarten Readiness (Monkeys Only)
If your child can use a little boost this summer, join our kindergarten readiness
program. Students will work on building fine motor skills, letter and sound
recognition, and much more to prepare them for kindergarten.
Ms. A. McGregor
$195
Spanish (Bees Only)
"Ready, set, go! This fun summer camp will take Bees on an unforgettable journey
through Spanish speaking countries around the world! Through songs, games, and
interactive activities campers will “visit” different regions, learning about different
countries’ culture, food, folklore and traditions, natural landscape, and much more! Your
child will not only learn another language but also learn the magnificent culture behind
it!"
Ms. Lomena
$195
TUESDAY: 1:30 – 2:30
ISEE Prep. (Penguins Only)
ISEE PREP - with the Test Innovators platform, ISEE Prep class can be delivered
online. Students should come with their questions and their prep plans ready. Mr. Storti
will support general test taking strategies while helping students work through
particularly vexing items. “Only available to Caedmon 5th grade students”
Mr. Storti
$225
TUESDAY: 2:50 - 3:30
Story Creation/Art & Crafts (Frogs Only)
Listen to a book or watch a short video and create a craft project from the story.
For example: “The Very Hungry Caterpillar”. At the end, Frogs will have a chance to
interact and share what they created.

Mia & Jacque
$195
Alphabet & Animals (Monkeys Only)
In this creative class, our smart Monkeys will learn alphabet through animals. They will
learn few letter a day, for example; A, B, C, and go through each letter and sound and

connect them with animals beginning with that letter. (A=Ant, B=Bear, C=Cat etc.). They
will also learn about each animal, (where they live, their habitat, what they eat etc.)
This class is led by our Early Program Teacher Ms. Fass.
Ms. Fass
$195
Discover Origami (Bees Only)
Origami helps students improve their concentration as well as their mathematics skills
and although it may seem difficult, it is also fun and a good way to help students relax
while developing necessary skills for the school year. We will be completing six different
origami projects over the course of the six weeks of camp. You do not need origami
papers at home to do the class, printer paper works just as well and campers will be able
to decorate them. Camper will also learn about this Japanese art form as well as have
time engage with other campers. We can’t wait for you to discover origami with us this
summer! Run by our Alumnae.
Irene Kawarabayashi & Avery Hootstein
$195
TUESDAY: 2:40 - 3:20
Spanish (Penguins Only)
"Ready, set, go! This fun summer camp will take Penguins on an unforgettable journey
through Spanish speaking countries around the world! Through songs, games, and
interactive activities campers will “visit” different regions, learning about different
countries’ culture, food, folklore and traditions, natural landscape, and much more! Your
child will not only learn another language but also learn the magnificent culture behind
it!"
Mrs. Lomena
$195
TUESDAY: 3:40 - 4:20
Story Creation/Arts & Crafts (Beavers Only)
Listen to a book or watch a short video and create a craft project from the story.
For example: “The Very Hungry Caterpillar”. At the end, Beavers will have a chance to
interact and share what they created.

Mia & Jaque
$195
Cooking (Frogs, Beavers and Monkeys)
Find inspiration and have some fun with this age-appropriate cooking class! Let’s come
together from our own home kitchens to mix ingredients and share ideas! Options will
be available to substitute or leave out ingredients according to preferences. Important
ideas will be discussed, such as food safety, cleanliness, and making healthy
choices. Learn math and science concepts while having fun in the kitchen. Cooking
activities promote independence, coordination, and the joy of sharing something
homemade with our family. If your child enjoys mixing it up in the kitchen then this

interactive class is for you. Please note: adult supervision required for baking
projects. Recipes and materials list provided one week in advance of the class.

Ms. Schneider
$195
Arts & Crafts (Monkeys & Bees)
If you love arts and crafts just as much as Amy does, then join her fun and
creative art class. Classes will compile of different activities that range from using
everyday household items to your basic art supplies.
Ms. A. McGregor
$195
TUESDAY: 3:20 - 4:00
Sports & History (Penguins Only)
This summer, Penguins will learn how to develop teamwork and leadership skills
through a variety of drills, games, challenges and competitions. Sports
equipment will consist of a combination of everyday items from home and sports
materials. Learning and participating in sports early, promotes positive mental
and physical growth - Active Caedmon Bees are Happy and Healthy Campers!
Each class will be led by Caedmon Physical Education Teacher, Ms. Trotter.
Coach Trotter
$195
TUESDAY: 4:00 - 4:40
Hip-Hop Dance (Penguins Only)
This class will focus on building a 2 minute hip-hop dance routine each session together
as a team. The class will consist of developing and reviewing the dance routine until it is
a perfected and complete routine that campers may perform and/or share with their
families.
Chelsea P
$195
WEDNESDAY CLASSES (13 Options)
WEDNESDAY 1:00 – 1:50
Movement and Music
In this class, we discover how to move our bodies in a safe and free way through space.
We explore a wide range of movements such as running, galloping, leaping, big stepping,
spinning, falling, and rolling in response to rhythmic patterns accompanied by the
teacher. We strengthen our cores, stretch, release and relax. While developing body
awareness, we perform with full-body expression and joy. We move as an ensemble and
solo and we make up our own dances.
Sabine Heubusch

$195
WEDNESDAY 2:00 – 2:40
Spanish (Frogs/Beavers)

Children will be introduced to beginners Spanish in a fun and interactive
way. This class will focus on learning simple greetings, colors, and
numbers in Spanish with songs, fun activities, and experiments with our
Early Program teacher Mrs. Ruiz
Mr. Ruiz
$195
Discover Dinosaur (Monkey Only)
Be prepared to go on the adventure of a lifetime! That is the life times of the Dinosaurs!
In this class we will explore the various species of Dinosaurs that lived on land, in the air,
and in the water. We will learn about dinosaur habits, diet, and possible reasons for why
they became extinct. This class is sure to be thrilling as we learn about some of the more
friendly dinos as well as some of the feared ones!
Mr. Dimmick
$195
Writing/Poetry (Bees Only)
Are you a poet and don’t even know it? Penguins/ Bees, discover your inner poet this
summer as we dive into an exploration of various types of poetry such as a haiku,
a cinquain, an ode, and many more! We will be studying many famous poets and using their
writing as our guide on our poetry adventure this summer! Your child will become acquainted
with common English grammar rules and discover how poets use these different rules to
make their poetry more expressive.

Ms. Burnet
$ 195
Reading’s Theater (Penguins Only)
Practice your performing and reading skills with in our Reader’s Theater class.
Penguins will work on performance pieces over the course using scripts of
stories from children’s literature. Reader’s theater is a fun way to build acting
skills, reading comprehension, and fluency through performance. No
memorization required! The class will culminate with a virtual performance of the
scripts we worked on throughout the summer.
Ms. Parker
$195
WEDNESDAY 2:50 – 3:30
Alphabet & Animals (Frogs & Beavers)

In this creative class, our small Frogs and Beavers will learn alphabet through animals.
They will learn few letter a day, for example; A, B, C, and go through each letter and
sound and connect them with animals beginning with that letter. (A=Ant, B=Bear, C=Cat
etc.). They will also learn about each animal, (where they live, their habitat, what they eat
etc.)
This class is led by our Early Program Teacher Ms. Fass.
Ms. Fass
$195
Healthy Me (Monkeys Only)
Come join me in exploring our relationship with food!
Based on book: Are We What We Eat?
Then a 15 to 20 minute energized workout.
Look forward to learning and moving!!!
Judith Hair
$195
Memory Motion Dance (Bees Only)
This class will focus on building and exercising the child's memory through motion and
dance. Each session will consist of follow the leader dances that the campers will need to
remember and repeat. This class additionally give campers to express themselves through
dance.
Chelsea P
$195
WEDNESDAY 2:40 – 3:20
Minecraft II (Penguins Only)
When you can’t go outside and can’t go to the park, you can join your friends in
Educational Minecraft World and create your own park and interact with your friends.
Create fictional and real-world cities and buildings characterize the exciting endeavors
awaiting your children in Discover Camp Minecraft.
Mrs. Vrazel
$195
WEDNESDAY 3:40 – 4:20

Superheroes (Beavers Only)
Get your imaginations ready! In this class we will learn about some of the most famous
superheroes in the world. We will compare their powers and abilities. And we each create
an individual character, designing the costume, the traits, and the symbol and history
surrounding our very own personal super hero.
Mr. Dimmick
$195
All Around the World (Bees Only)
This class offers the opportunity for Bees to virtually explore different countries
around the world! Together we will visit different areas of the world and learn
about the food, culture, sports, climate, etc. Students will be able to help decide
where we should "travel" to during our classes and we will explore with the
support of stories, videos, virtual field trips, Google Maps, and any personal
experiences!
Amy Klopp
$195
WEDNESDAY 3:20 – 4:00
Cooking (Penguins Only)
Find inspiration and have some fun with this age-appropriate cooking class! Let’s come
together from our own home kitchens to mix ingredients and share ideas! Options will
be available to substitute or leave out ingredients according to preferences. Important
ideas will be discussed, such as food safety, cleanliness, and making healthy
choices. Learn math and science concepts while having fun in the kitchen. Cooking
activities promote independence, coordination, and the joy of sharing something
homemade with our family. If your child enjoys mixing it up in the kitchen then this
interactive class is for you. Please note: adult supervision required for baking
projects. Recipes and materials list provided one week in advance of the class.

Ms. Schneider
$195
WEDNESDAY 4:00 – 4:40
Discover Origami (Penguins Only)
Origami helps students improve their concentration as well as their mathematics skills
and although it may seem difficult, it is also fun and a good way to help students relax
while developing necessary skills for the school year. We will be completing six different
origami projects over the course of the six weeks of camp. You do not need origami
papers at home to do the class, printer paper works just as well and campers will be able
to decorate them. Camper will also learn about this Japanese art form as well as have
time engage with other campers. We can’t wait for you to discover origami with us this
summer! Run by our Alumni
Irene Kawarabayashi & Avery Hootstein
$195

THURSDAY CLASSES (14 Options)
THURSDAY 1:20 – 1:50
Yoga and ME
In Yoga, we explore and learn asanas (yoga poses), breathing techniques, meditation and
relaxation in a playful, joyful, and safe way by using images, games, and music to engage
and identify the poses. Each child will work towards their individual goal for this summer
class and will be supported in gaining strength, flexibility, focus, body awareness,
kindness and radiance in a relaxed and positive environment.
Sabine Heubusch
$195
THURSDAY 1:30 – 2:10
Trivia Quest (Penguins Only)
Ready for some Trivia. Here it is, our Caedmon Alumni Avery Hootstein created fun and
educational class. He designed a Kahoot based around different topics ranging from
movies and TV, sports, and educational topics like geography and history. This would
create an environment that creates a fun, competitive and educational feel.
Avery Hootstein
$195
THURSDAY 2:00 – 2:40
Let’s Count (Frogs/Beavers)
Using fun, interactive, and creative way, our Frogs and Beavers friends will have fun
while learning math and what child does not want to have fun with our Early Program
teacher Mrs. Rama. Children will: learn to count, identify numbers, count using stickers
and many other things while learning and playing.
Mrs. Rama
$195
Read and Act (Monkeys Only)
Introduce a story that has characters and movement. Read a story and act it out, then
Monkeys will act out their favorite part of the story. For example: “Caps For Sale.” At the
end of each class friends will interact and share.

Mia & Jacque
$195
Cooking (Bees Only)
Find inspiration and have some fun with this age-appropriate cooking class! Let’s come
together from our own home kitchens to mix ingredients and share ideas! Options will
be available to substitute or leave out ingredients according to preferences. Important
ideas will be discussed, such as food safety, cleanliness, and making healthy
choices. Learn math and science concepts while having fun in the kitchen. Cooking

activities promote independence, coordination, and the joy of sharing something
homemade with our family. If your child enjoys mixing it up in the kitchen then this
interactive class is for you. Please note: adult supervision required for baking
projects. Recipes and materials list provided one week in advance of the class.

Ms. Schneider
$195
Writing/Poetry (Penguins Only)
Are you a poet and don’t even know it? Penguins/ Bees, discover your inner poet this
summer as we dive into an exploration of various types of poetry such as a haiku,
a cinquain, an ode, and many more! We will be studying many famous poets and using their
writing as our guide on our poetry adventure this summer! Your child will become acquainted
with common English grammar rules and discover how poets use these different rules to
make their poetry more expressive.

Ms. Burnet
$195
THURSDAY 2:50 – 3:30
ABC/Words/Letters (Frogs/Beavers)
Who is ready for new words, letters and fun with our Early Program Teacher Ms. Dulaj.
In this class, little Frogs and Beavers will be learn phonics and decoding, for
emergent readers; sounds, beginning middle and end, and CVC words. For
more advanced friends; blends and digraphs.
Ms. Dulaj
$195
All Around the World (Monkeys Only)
This class offers the opportunity for Monkeys to virtually explore different
countries around the world! Together we will visit different areas of the world and
learn about the food, culture, sports, climate, etc. Students will be able to help
decide where we should "travel" to during our classes and we will explore with
the support of stories, videos, virtual field trips, Google Maps, and any personal
experiences!
Amy Klopp
$195
Math (Bees Only)
In this class, Ali our veteran camp counselor will play fun interactive math games
with the group of students/campers that will help support their fact fluency for
addition and subtraction and they will work on fun word problems!
Ali
$195
THURSDAY 2:40 – 3:20
Architecture Class (Penguins Only)

The class combines elements of Design Thinking and STEAM education to bring in
every child an inner scholar, scientist, artist, and thinker. This class is designed to
introduce the elementary level children to the college level curriculum in architecture,
engineering and urban design. Each concept is introduced along the hands-on building
project that reinforces the material learned. The course fosters the ability to recognize
complex patterns and creatively solve challenging real-world problems. Each class
develops the ability to speak in public and present to others, as each child is encouraged
to introduce his or her work to the rest of the class
Each child in the class would need to get some very simple materials for the class,
easily found in the grocery store (paper, straws, marshmallows, pasta, scissors etc).
Ms. Gorodetsky
$215
THURSDAY 3:40 – 4:20
Outer Space Adventures (Monkeys/Beavers)
To infinity, and beyond! Do you think there is life on Mars? Is it possible to live on one
of the moons of Jupiter? How was crater lake actually formed? In this class we will
explore not only our solar system, but the mysteries and strange occurrences outside our
galaxy, from Black holes to dwarf planets to strange stars like Betelgeuse!
Mr. Dimmick
$195
Minecraft I (Bees Only)
When you can’t fly outside and go to the park, you can join your friends in Educational
Minecraft World and create your own park and interact with your friends. Create fictional
and real-world cities and buildings characterize the exciting endeavors awaiting your
children in Discover Camp Minecraft.
Mrs. Vrazel
$195
THURSDAY 3:20 – 4:00
Math (Penguins Only)
In an online environment, mathematics can be just as engaging. Math based
games and activities are all over the internet. Sometimes it can be difficult to tell
rich and engaging math games (like most games at mathgames.com) from the
fluff (like most games at the similarly named coolmathgames.com). We will
explore well-reviewed resources and will have fun and engaging activities that
are also mathematically rich.
Mr. Storti
$195
THURSDAY 4:00– 4:40

All Around the World (Penguins Only)
This class offers the opportunity for Penguins to virtually explore different
countries around the world! Together we will visit different areas of the world and
learn about the food, culture, sports, climate, etc. Students will be able to help
decide where we should "travel" to during our classes and we will explore with
the support of stories, videos, virtual field trips, Google Maps, and any personal
experiences!
Amy Klopp
$195

